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Macro Thoughts: 

Let’s take a look at SPY to determine the overall market direction: 

 

What I am looking at after this week is a continuation of a bullish trend with a bit of consolidation above 

all key moving averages.  As the 10-day moving average in purple has now crossed the 200-day moving 

average in red, it helps create another layer of support from short-term money flow.  The 50-day moving 

average in blue is also starting to rotate to a positive slope, and overall, the market looks as if it wants to 

test higher prices. 

I also want o point out that the RSI has been stable near 70 – this is normally an indication of somewhat 

overbought markets, but at the same time, the consolidation we are experiencing can help resolve that.  

We do not need to see a collapse in markets to resolve an overbought condition such as this. 

We had a few new opportunities arise this week and I expect to continue to book profits in older ideas 

as I initiate new ideas.  This is what helps turn concentration to the opportunities driven by market 

rotation when the indexes are consolidating.  If the market continues higher, we may get a pick-up of 
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momentum for the overall market, and that will help generate new ideas in names that have been 

consolidating as well.  Overall, the opportunities are fairly good right now so I want to be on my toes as I 

scan markets to make sure I don’t miss much.  
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New Trades this week: 

February 19th, 2019: PSX March 15th $99.5 calls for $0.90 
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*Screenshot from Sterling Vol Trader 

PSX was one of the better looks in the oil sector.  As oil has been firm, I was scanning for low implied 

volatility setups that have been consolidating technically.  PSX had just that right setup, and was 

ultimately making a recent high on the 19th while also testing the 100-day moving average, setting up an 

interesting trade off money flow from oil and technical inputs once the 100-day moving average was 

taken out.  I still like this to squeeze with resistance most likely to show up near the 200-day moving 

average at just over $106, which sets up for a nice risk/reward profile from the $99.5 calls purchased. 
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February 20th, 2019: DIS March 15th $116 calls for $0.82 

 

 

*Screenshot from Sterling Vol Trader 
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DIS closed above the 100-Day Moving Average, setting up for more positive money flow as it is now 

above all key moving averages I monitor.  A re-test of the highs at $120 seems like a natural target, and 

with implied volatility at lows, I felt this setup nicely with the $116 calls for $0.82.  Overall, DIS appears 

ready to take some of the market money flow that is setting up to turn positive along with a solid bullish 

technical formation on its own. 
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February 21st, 2019: UAA March 22nd $22.5 calls for $0.52 
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*Screenshot from Sterling Vol Trader 

UAA had strong earnings followed by a minor pullback to the cluster of moving averages.  Once there 

was a higher high and higher low, I began to look for a setup to quickly re-test the highs on the day of 

earnings, and likely see a break through of that level if overall market momentum stays bullish.  I am 

targeting a re-test of the roughly $25 highs off this move and this set up well with the March 22nd $22.50 

calls for $0.52. 
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All Services and Content Are Provided for Educational and Information Purposes 
Only and Are Not Intended as Legal or Financial Advice. 

The information and content provided in or through these Services is for educational and informational 

purposes only.  By accessing and/or using the Services you acknowledge that the Services are not 

intended to be a substitute for legal, investment, or financial advice that can be provided by an attorney, 

accountant, and/or financial advisor. You further acknowledge that you should not rely solely on the 

Services in making any investment or financial decision, and should always check with your financial 

advisor and tax advisor to determine the suitability of any investment.   

All information provided in or through these Services is strictly informational and is not to be construed 

as advocating, promoting or advertising registered or unregistered investments of any kind whatsoever. 

The information is provided “as-is” and is not guaranteed to be correct, complete, or current.  Option 

Hotline and Trade Academy do not guarantee that you will attain a particular result, outcome, or 

earnings, and you accept and understand that each individual’s results will vary and depend on 

numerous factors.  

Option Hotline and Trade Academy are not investment advisors and are not registered with the U.S. 

Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) or the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”). 

Further, owners, employees, agents or representatives of Option Hotline and Trade Academy are not 

acting as investment advisors and might not be registered with the SEC or FINRA. 

 


